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Abstract

A framework to represent and operate functions
is needed, because functions are crucial in vari-
ous engineering activities. This paper formalizes
combining multiple functions . The presented
method is based on the Function-Behavior-State
(FBS) modeling. In the FBS modeling . a func-
tional world consisting of subjective descrip-
tions and a physical world described based on
Qualitative Process Theory are linked with each
other . A computer tool named the FBS mod-
eler is extended to handle combination of func-
tiou operations . To represent a function . intro-
diced are parametric conditions for a function
to start or terminate . and subjects of a func-
tion . To represent relations among functions .
introduced are temporal and structural/spatial
relations among functions . To reason about a
combination of functions, representations in the
functional world are interpreted in the physi-
cal world and the behavior simulation is exe-
cuted. From the results which may include ad-
ditional physical phenomena . a function is ex-
tracted . An example of combining two func-
tions is demonstrated . Importantly . the pro-
posed method guarantees physical soundness .

Introduction
Functions] play a crucial role in various engineering
activities . such as design and diagnosis . Therefore . a
framework to represent functions is critical for sup-
porting such engineering activities, and research on
functional representation and reasoning is becoming
active(Chakrabarti & - Blessing 1996) . However, there
exists no research on operations of functions, such as

] In this paper, a function does not mean a mathematical
function, but a functionality. While the paper is entitled
"Operations of Functionality" in order to avoid confusions,
function is used throughmit the paper .
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combination of two functions . This paper aims at es-
tablishing a methodology to manipulate and operate
functions which are described symbolically . It formal-
izes combination of functions as the most fundamental
operation of functions .

In this paper, functions to be combined are called
input functions and a function derived from a combi-
nation is called a sum, function . For instance, consider
the combination of to -rotate a coil- and to "gener-
ate magnetic field," each of which is an input function .
The sum function may be to "generate an electric cur-
rent." Here, a combination describes a sum function
performed in the behavior of the embodiments of the
input functions under certain relations among the in-
put functions .
We adopt the Function-Behavior-State (FBS) mod-

eling (Uineda et al . 1990) as a basis to deal with func-
tion . behavior . and state . We extended the FBS mod-
eler (Un]eda et al . 1996) and formalized combination
of functions on it .

The rest. of the paper consists of the followings : Sec-
tion 2 describes the FBS modeling and a computer tool
named the FBS modeler . and Section 3 describes the
representations of the extended FBS modeler which al-
lows combination of functions on it . Section 4 discusses
how to reason about combination of functions . and in
Section 5 an example of combining two functions is
illustrated . Section 6 describes discussions including
related work . and Section 7 concludes the paper .

Function-Behavior-State Modeling
Definition
The FBS modeling defines a function, a behavior, and
a state as follows :
State: A state s is defined by the following triplet :

s = < E. A, R >,
where E. A . and R denote a set of entities included
in the state . a set. of attributes of the entities, and a
set of relations among the entities, respectively. An
entity is a component such as a gear, a spring, and a



shaft . An attribute of an entity is a physical . chemi-
cal, mechanical, geometrical . or other property such
as "velocity," "position ." and "weight ." A relation
represents a structural or spatial relation among en-
tities such as "on," -above. - and "connected."

Behavior: A behavior b is defined by temporal state
transitions over time and represented by the follow-
ing ordered list, where S and T denote a set of states
and an ordered set of time . respectively :

b= (so,to) .(sl,tl), . . .,(sn,t� ) (n > 0. s; E S, ti E T)

Function : A function is "a description of behavior
recognized by a human through abstraction in order
to utilize it ." Therefore, a function f is represented
as a tuple

< feymbol, b > .

	

(1)

where feymbol is a symbol described in the form of
"verb objects," and b denote a behavior that can
realize this function .

Therefore, the relations between functions and behav-
iors are subjective and many-to-inany correspondent .
We call them F-B relationships. On the other hand .
behavior of an entity can be determined by physical
phenomena. that are called B-S relation.+hips . Figure 1
illustrates the relationships among functions . behav-
iors . and states .

Figure 1 : Relationships among Functions . Behaviors .
and States (Umeda et al. 1990)

Function-Behavior-State Modeler
A computer tool called an FBS modeler leas been devel-
oped based on the idea described in Section . Figure 2
shows the architecture of the FBS modeler .

The FBS modeler incorporates a qualitative reason-
ing (QR) system (Kiriyama, Tomiyama. & Yoshikawa
1990) . The QR system gives a representational scheme
of behaviors and states, which is based on Qualitative
Process Theory (QPT) (Forbus 1984), and reasoning
facilities in the level of behaviors and states . This sec-
tion explains the representational scheme of function

QR System

User

Figure 2 : The Architecture of the FBS modeler

Table 1 : Definition of Function Prototype (Umeda et
al . 1990)

Item Contents

Function
Knowledge Base

Behavior
Knowledge Base

Name

	

verb + objects
Decomposition

	

networks of subfunctions
F-B relationship

	

physical features

and behavior knowledge, and the reasoning method of
the FBS modeler .

Table 1 shows the scheme of a function prototype.
Name is a symbol for representing human's intention
of a behavior in the form of "verb objects." Here, ob-
jects represent entities and stuff related to the function
such as '- gear" and "electric current ." Decomposition
describes feasible candidates for decomposing the func-
tion in the form of networks of subfunctions . This
super-sub hierarchy is composed of either abstract-
concrete relations or whole-part relations . The F-B
Relationship describes candidates of embodiments of
the function in the form of physical features . A phys-
ical feature is a building block consisting of entities,
relations, and physical phenomena occurring on the
entities (Kiriyaina, Tomiyama, & Yoshikawa 1990). It
is represented as a network of three kinds of elements :
namely . entities . relations and physical phenomena. A
physical feature Pf is defined by the following triplet :

Pf = < E, R, P >,

where E. R, and P denote a set of the entities . a set
of relations . and a set of physical phenomena, respec-
tively . A physical phenomenon is the sauce concept
as a process in QPT and defined by Table 2 . An en-
tity also plays the same role as an individual in QPT.
While the parameters in q-conditions are called quan-
tity parameters, those in s-conditions are called state
parameters . Quantity parameters and state parameters
describe attributes of an entity. If a phenomenon is ac-
tivated by satisfying its conditions, it adds parameters
and qualitative equations defined in the influences .

In the FBS modeler, a model of as object consists of
a functional world and a physical woW. The functional
world consists of functions with hierarchical relation-
ships among them. On the other hand, the physical
world consists of physical phenomena, entities, and re-
lations with physical dependencies among them. The
QR system maintains consistency in the physical world
by performing behavioral simulation based on QPT.



Table 2 : Definition of Physical Phenomenon
(Kiriyarna, Tomiyama. & Yoshikawa 1990)

Namely . i t reasons about the behavior as the state
transition . which is caused by physical phenomena . ac-
cording to time from ail initial state .
As an example. Figure 3 shows an FBS model of a

bell . The top function is to "make sound.- which is de-
composed into two functions . to "oscillate oscillator"
and to "hit bell . - The physical feature adopted for
to "oscillate oscillator" consists of one physical plie-
nomenon of -'Oscillating .' three entities of --Mass ."
"Spring ." and "Wall," and two relations of "Fixed."
A physical phenomenon. "Oscillating . - is defined as

in Table 3 . Quantities defines parameters and their
quantity space . In the definition of a quantity space . a
value starting with �L0" is a landmark. and one start-
ing with -" is an interspace . In q-relations . while
-direct" expresses a proportional equation, -- inverse"
expresses an inverse proportional one . The description
following "%" denotes a relation between values of two
parameters. In this case, if the parameter "(spring
length)" is equal to "natural," then the value of the
parameter "(mass position)" should be "zero." and
vice versa .

Extension of the Representations in the
Functional World

This section explains the extension of the representa-
tions of the FRS modeler needed to execute combi-
nation of functions . Here, we assume that a function
prototype defined in Table 1 does not have information
concrete enough to be combined with another function .
Therefore . we combine instantiated functions . whose
physical embodiment are selected from their physical
features . Also, a sum function of two input func-
tions expresses human's subjective recognition of how
the object behaves when the physical embodiments of
these two functions are combined . Therefore . the re-
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Figure 3 : An FBS model of a Bell

lations among the physical embodiments of the input
functions should be given .

First . we describe extensions of the. representation
of an instantiated function . Second, based oil the ex-
tended representation . we describe representations of
relations among functions .

Representation of a Function
We represent an iustautiat.ed function by the following :

where:
S C Se U {0} . Sc is a universal set of subject Sb .

O C Oi , . 00 is a universal set. of object Ob .
Uh = < ~hyymbo0 2 > .
C9 : starting conditions of the function .
Ct : terminating conditions of the function .

Each item is described in Sections and .

Objects and Subjects of a ftnction . A symbolic
representation of a function should be associated with
the stuff related to the function . Some of them are
related to the entities which are effected by the rep-
resented function, such as "water" in the function "to
boil water." Others are related to the entities which
exhibit the function, such as "flame" in "to boil water."

Here . we introduce subjects of a function to the func-
tion symbol in combination to objects. While an object
is something which. a designer recognizes, is effected

Item Contents
Name name of the phenomenon
Supers super classes
Conditions
prerequisites needed entities
references needed causal dependencies among

prerequisites
relations needed relations
q-conditions parameterc conditions
s-conditions parameterc conditions given outside of

QPT
Influences
quantities definition of parameters
q-relations proportional equations
influences differential equations



by the function, a subject is something which. a de-
signer recognizes, plays a fundamental role to exhibit
the function . An subject and a object are represented
by a tuple of a symbol and the symbolized entity if
such an entity exists in the physical world . Nainely .
they are represented in the following forin :

< synnlwl. e >.

where e is the entity that is described as a symbol if
such an entity exists.
No function can be represented without its object .

However, some functions cannot have their subjects,
because their embodiment is not constructed yet or
not focused on . Thus, discriminating a subject from an
object helps classifying functions with the saiue verb
in terms of the decomposition level of the function .
Also . i t depends on how a human recognizes a physical
process which entities are selected and abstracted to
describe a subject . For instance, consider a function
of transporting water which is performed by a physical
process that water flows in the system of a pump and
a pipe connected to each other . The symbol of this
function's subject may be pipe, pump, or pump-pipe-
system .

Parametric Conditions of a Function It is of-
ten required that a function has some conditions which
start or terminate the performance of the function . For
instance, to exhibit a function to "boil water," first one
has to pour water in a can to its full point level and
heat the can . Then, after the water is heated to its
boiling point temperature, he/she has to turn off the
heater .

Therefore, introduced to the representation of a
function are parametric conditions which trigger the
function to be started or terminated .

Elements of C, and Ct are represented as
< equation, faymbol, started > and
< equation, faymbol , terminated > . respectively. An

Table 3 : Definition of Oscillating

equation is in the form of either an equality or an in-
equality of a parameter of an entity and a landmark .

Representations of the Relations among
Functions
This section describes the relations among the input
functions which are given before combination is exe-
cuted . Here, we represent the relations among input
functions f l , - . . . f, t (n. > 2) as follows :

R ( fl . . . - . f,, )

	

=

	

Rt U R�,

where Rt and R,, are a set of temporal relations de-
scribed in the functional world and a set of struc-
tural/spatial relations described in the physical world .
respectively.
Temporal Relations among Functions It is ob-
vious that a sum function depends on the temporal re-
lations of performing multiple input functions . For in-
stance, a sum function from performing to "heat a can"
before performing to "pour water" is different from one
from performing "to pour water" before performing to
"heat a can." Thus, it is indispensable to represent
temporal relations .
We introduce the 13 relations2 of Allen's temporal

logic (Allen 1983) to describe the temporal relation-
ships between two functions . A temporal relation be-
tween two functions, f and f2, is represented as fol-
lows :

relation (fl, f2),

where one of the 13 relations is substituted to relation .
Since the physical meaning for each relation is

clearly defined, they can be interpreted in the phys-
ical world . Note that a function is supposed to exhibit
for a time interval in Allen's temporal logic.

2 They consist of meets. before, finishes, starts, overlaps,
during, the inverse relation for each of them, and equal.

Name Oscillating
Supers Dynamics
Conditions
prerequisites mass=Mass . wall=Wall . spring=Spring
references
relations fixed(mass spring) . fixed(wall spring)
q-conditions
s-conditions
Influences
quantities (spring length)=(-less Onatural -more),

(spring intnlForce)=(minus Qzero plus)
(mass position)=(minus Ozero plus)

q-relations (spring length)inverse(spring intnlForce)%(natural = zero)
(spring length)direct(mass position)%(natural = zero)

influences I



Structural/Spatial Relations among Functions
Obviously, it is necessary to represent. structural or
spatial relations among subjects and objects to specify
the relations among the input functions . For instance .
to carry out the combination of to "rotate a coil - and
to "generate magnetic field ." the spatial relation that
the coil's rotational axis is perpendicular to the direc-
tion of the magnetic field should be specified .
We represent a set of this kind of relations as R., 3 us-

ing Relation among Entities belonging to the physical
embodiments of the input functions . Each element is
represented as follows, if it links Entity, and Enb.ty2 :

Relation (Entity, . Entity2 ) .

Combining Functions on the FBS
Modeler

This section explains how a sum function is recognized
as a result of combining multiple input functions . To
do so . first the representations in the functional world
must be interpret-d . Second . the behavior simulation
should be executed and finally a function should be
extracted from the result .

Interpretation of the Representations in
the Functional World
Behavior simulation is executed in the physical world
and it must incorporate parametric conditions and
temporal relations . Since they are represented in the
functional world. they must be interpreted in the phys-
ical world before the simulation .
The temporal relations among functions and the

parametric conditions of functions are integrated into
a temporal order of activated physical phenomena and
parametric conditions . Note that. a set of all the para-
metric conditions given to the input functions is rep-
resented as C. each element of which is represented in
the same way shown in Section . The algorithm to
generate a temporal order is as follows :
1 . A function required to exhibit for a time interval is

replaced by all the physical phenomena included in
the function's physical feature . Here. it is assumed
that a physical .feature represents that all of its phys-
ical phenomena occur simultaneously.

2 . All the time intervals on one time axis are ordered
using the definition of each vocabulary in Allen's
temporal logic.
As a result, a temporal order is represented by an

ordered set :

f Co,

	

P1, Ci,

	

" . . ,

	

Pn,

	

Cn } .

	

(2)
where Pi and Ci are a set of physical phenomena and
a set of parametric conditions . respectively.

Figure 4 shows an example in which the following
conditions are given to f, and f2 . Note that in Fig-
ure 4 . Pfi and ppi mean a physical feature and physical
phenomenon . respectively .

e Rt

	

=

	

{meets(f,, f2)}
0 C = { < a = al, f,,ymbol, started > . < b = bi .

f2,ymbol " terminated >

Activated
Physical
Phenomena

Time Interval I ,

	

, Time Interval 2

f1 a=a1 b=bl f2

: . . ... . . .

---------------- -------------------- -----------------------------

pfi. . .... . . .¬

	

pf,. . .-.3

PPI_, i

	

; PP-- .

Temporal Order
Parametric a=a1
Conditions b=b1

Behavior Simulation

PP- - I

time

Figure 4 : Generation of a Temporal Order

s' = < E, A, R, P >,

Functional
World

Physical
World

In this simulation, the values of state parameters may
be changed to satisfy the temporal order given in (2),
although only the values of quantity parameters are
changed through the physical causalities in the envi-
sioning of QPT (see Table 2 for the information on
quantity parameters and state parameters) . The sys-
teiii reasons about all the possible physical phenom-
ena . and the physical phenomena which do not occur
to the physical embodiment of each input function but
occur to the combined physical embodiments are also
incorporated in the simulation .
As a result . the simulation generates an ordered set

of s ;, where i E { 1, , n} . The steps in the simula-
tion after si is determined are explained below (see also
Figure 5) . Note that we also define s' by the following :

where P is a set of the physical phenomena which occur
ins = < E, A. R >.

Before executing the simulation, a value of each pa-
rameter ill the physical world at the initial state is
given, which determines s, of the object,
1 . Giving actions: Suppose the systems currently rea-

sons about the object to which Pi in (2) are 'sup-
posed to occur . If all the parametric conditions in
Cj are satisfied, the values of the state parameters
are changed so that each physical phenomenon in-
cluded in Pj+ , and not included in Pj occurs, and
each physical phenomenon included in Pj and not



included in P;+ 1 does not occur . This generates
si+l

2. Finding the occurring physical phenomena: The QR
system reasons about and finds all the physical phe-
nomena which actually occur in st_1 . This deter-
mines s,{1 .

3. Checking a conflict: If the system currently reasons
about, the step at which P;+1 are supposed to occur .
i t compares Pj+1 with si+l .
If Pj+1 C s;+1 is not satisfied, it is a conflict .

4. Limit analysis in QPT: The limit analysis generates
si+1 , ' ' ' " Si+1} by changing the parameters' values

based on their differential values . Return to 1 with
each s' .

Extraction of a Function

Figure 5 : The Algorithm of the Sinlulatioli

Finally, a sum function is recognized in the results
of the behavior simulation . Each physical feature .
Pfk = < Ek, Rk, Pk > in the Function Knowl-
edge Base, is used to examine whether or not function
fb, of which Pf k is a physical feature . i s performed in
the results of the simulation . Namely, if the following
condition is satisfied, fk is recognized to exhibit .

3i : included (Pfk , Si) .

where included (Pf k , si) means that the network of
Pfk is found in si . Note that an entity, a relation . and
a physical phenomenon. found in si can be an instance
of the sub-classes of the matched entity in the physical
feature . one of those of the relation . and one of those
of the physical phenomenon. respectively.

If fk is extracted, fk is recognized to be a sum func-
tion . A sum function f, is described by the following
formula, if input functions are fl and f2 .

f, = SUTn( fl, f2, R(fi . f2) " C )

	

(3)
Suppose fl and f2 are to "rotate a coil" and to "gen-

erate magnetic field ." To "generate an electric current'
can be f, . if the followings are given:

R(fl . f2)

	

_

	

{ equal( --rotate a coil",
"generate magnetic field")} u

{Perpendicular(Coil,Magnet icField)}
(4)

C = {~}

	

(5)

Example
This section demonstrates aal example to combine func-
tions on the extended FBS modeler based on the
method described in Section 4 .

Object Descriptions
This section describes the object to be used in Section
5 and the related knowledge in the Function and Be-
havior Knowledge Base. The example is a model of the
process of transferring an image in a photocopier . In
the photocopier shown in Figure 6, the halogen lamp
lights the original paper to get an image on the drum .

Paper
, ... .

	

-~Table

Lamp

Figure 6 : Image Transferring in a Photocopier

Table 4 lists the knowledge about three functions
found in Figure 6 . Note that possible relationships
among the three functions are not recognized . The
three physical features in Table 4 are defined as in Fig-
ures 7 . 8, and 9 . Figure 7 shows that "ReflectionWith-
Movement" is composed of two physical phenomena,
"Moving" and "Reflecting," three entities, "Motor,"
"Paper," and "Lamp," and two relations, "On" and
"Facing ." "Moving" occurs to "Motor" and "Paper"
which are linked by "On." "Reflecting" occurs to "Pa-
per" and "Lamp" linked by "Facing ."



The entities for the subjects and objects whose
symbols are "lamp,- "paper .' "drutnlnotor ." and
"drum," in Table 4. are "Lamp." -'Paper." "Motor,"
and "Drum' in Figures 7. 8 and 9. respectively.

Table 4 : Knowledge of Functions

Figure 7: ReflectionWitliMovement

Figure 8: DrumRotation

Figure 9: ImageTransferingToDrum

In the rest of Section 5, let us illustrate reasoning
about the combination of the two functions. to "create
optical image" and to "rotate drum."

Representations of the Relations among
the Functions
Suppose the following conditions are given:

C

	

=

	

{< (Paper position) = start, "create
optical image", started > .
< (Paper position) = end. 'create
optical image", terminated >

Rt

	

=

	

{ equal("create optical image",
"rotate drum")}

R� = { Facing(Paper .Drum) }

	

(8)

Figure 10 shows the input functions with their physical
embodiments on the FBS modeler.

subject
node

Remark
verb-object relation or

-verb-subject relation
temporal relation

Figure 10 : Relations between Functions

A sign "(p)" on a verb node is used to show the
function has parametric conditions . "(p)" located in
the verb's left (right) expresses the function has the
parameric conditions to be started (terminated) .

Interpretation of the Representations in
the Functional World
The generated temporal order is an ordered set
Co . Pl . Cl } . where:

Co = { < (Paper position) = start, "create op-
tical image" . started> }

e Pl = { Reflecting . Moving, Rotating }

J

Cl = { < (Paper position) = end, "create opti-
cal image" . terminated> )

Behavior Simulation and Extraction of a
Function
Before the simulation, the value of each parameter in
the behavior layer at the initial state is given. Fig-
ure 11 is a hard copy showing the results of the behav-
ior simulation .

For our example, three functions, fl, fz, and fs, are
extracted from the state transition shown in Figure 11 .
The symbols of fl , fz, and f3 are listed below.

Verb Objects Subjects F-B relationship
create optical-image lamp . paper ReflectionWith-

Movement
rotate drum drum-motor DruniRotation
transfer image, drum lamp IuiageTransfer-

ingToDrum
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Figure 11 : The Results of the Behavior Simulation of
the System

fl symbol =

	

"create optical image"

f2symbol = "rotate drum"

f3symbol = "transfer image to drum"
This results in the following formula :

Vi E {1 . 2.3} : fi

	

=

	

ruin( fl .

	

f2 .	R(fl. f2 ) -

	

C ) .
where < R(f1 . f2) . C > is given by (6), (7) and (8) .

Discussions and Related Work
We proposed a method for combining functions by ex-
tending the FBS modeler . The formula (3) represents
the combination . It should be emphasized that the re-
lationship among the functions represented by (3) is
grounded on physical reasoning . However . the method
has a limitation in the process of function extraction .
We used a physical feature to extract a function from
the temporally ordered set of states . This makes it im-
possible to extract a function which is too abstract to
have a physical feature as its F-B Relationship and has
only a network of subfunctions as its Decomposition .
Extracting this kind of abstract functions is our future
work .

The formula (3) represents a relationship among
functions . Thus, the combination can contribute for
consistently constructing vocabulary of function . Us-
ing such vocabulary of function, subtraction can also be
executed . Subtraction is deriving a sub-function with

< R. C > . if the other sub-function is given in order to
perform a function. Executing subtraction is powerful
for supporting a synthetic stage of functional design,
namely, functional development . On the other hand, if
a functional hierarchy in functional development. con-
structed by a designer is available . the combination is
useful for verifying its physical soundness (see Table 5) .

Table 5 : Operations of Functions

Note that "?" and "o" mean unknown and
determined, respectively.

To construct such a vocabulary of function, it is
also required to limit the number of functions . Hav-
ing guidelines on symbolizing them may contribute
to do so . However, the present FBS modeling does
not have such guidelines . Keuneke's classification (Ke-
uneke 1991) can approach this kind of problem . She
classifies functions into four types : namely, ToMake,
ToMaintain . ToPretrent, and ToControl. We consider
those are not enough to represent all kinds of functions .
The process described in Section 4 is complicated

for the following reasons . First, a function is associ-
ated with a designer's recognition based on their view-
point . Therefore . a function should be extracted from
the behavior of the entire object . Second . the rela-
tions given among the functions may cause the com-
binational physical phenomena which do not happen
without the combination . Therefore, the behavior of
the entire object should be derived from the result of
the behavior simulation . These two points also make
the result of the combination more than just the com-
bination of the physical embodiment of each function .
The relations given among functions include actions

and spatial or structural relations which a designer
wants to be realized in the physical world . They can
be referred to as intentions, which are indispensable
to represent an object, especially in design . Intentions
are represented also in Causal Functional Representa-
tion Language (CFRL) (Iwasaki et al . 1993). CFRL
represents behavioral functions based on the causal-
ity among state transitions . Although their approach
is similar to ours, they do not represent functions as
symbols .

Bracewell et al. (Bracewell & Sharpe 1996) has pro-
posed a conceptual design tool, where operations of
functions are formalized to some extent . However, it
is limited to the decomposition of primary functions in
Bond graphs, such as decomposing "Source of Effort"
to "Source of Flow" and "Conflict Resolver." On the
other hand, our method does not have a limitation to

fe fl f2 < > operation
? o 0 o combination
o I o ? ? subtraction
o "? "? ? functional development



the functions to be operated . No research deals with
an operation of general functions like ours.

Conclusion
This paper formalized combination of multiple func-
tions. We adopted the FBS modeling as a basic idea
to deal with functions, behaviors . and states . We ex-
tended the FBS modeler to reason about a combination
of functions, mainly on the following four points : (1)
The representation of parametric conditions for a func-
tion to be started or terminated . and subjects of a func-
tion . (2) The representation of relations among func-
tions. (3) The behavior simulation incorporating the
representations in the functional world by interpret-
ing them in the physical world. (4) The extraction of
a function from the results of the behavior simulation .
The method to combine functions on the extended FBS
modeler is explained with an example.` Two points
should be emphasized : (1) our operation guarantees
the physical soundness, while functions are represented
symbolically . (2) our method does not have a limita-
tion to the functions to be operated . Also . a combi-
nation can be transformed to a subtraction, which is
found in functional development.

Future work includes the following:

9 Applying the formalized operations to the process
of conceptual mechanical design, especially that of
functional development.

Collecting vocabulary of function in a real engineer-
ing field on the extended FBS modeler.

Developing a method to extract a more abstract
function from the results of behavior simulation .
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